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ABSTRACT 
We present ECSGlasses: eye contact sensing glasses that 
report when people look at their wearer.  When eye contact 
is detected, the glasses stream this information to 
appliances to inform these about the wearer’s engagement. 
We present one example of such an appliance, eyeBlog, a 
conversational video blogging system. The system uses eye 
contact information to decide when to record video from 
the glasses’ camera. 
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Attentive User Interfaces, Ubiquitous Computing, Context-
Aware Computing, Eye Tracking. 
ACM Classification Keywords 
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INTRODUCTION 
With the introduction of ubiquitous and wearable 
computing, human-computer interaction has fundamentally 
changed from a one-to-one to a one-to-many relationship. 
We are now surrounded by many computers, including cell 
phones, cameras and PDAs. The design of mixed-initiative 
dialogue with these appliances is still based on the notion 
that each appliance is the user’s only computer. When 
notifying the user of incoming communications or 
information, each device acts in isolation, without regard 
for other requests for user attention. As a consequence, 
users are continually interrupted in their activities. Rather 
than tool-based interaction, the Attentive User Interface 
paradigm [4] uses human group communication as a 
guiding metaphor for designing mixed-initiative dialogue. 
In both human group communication and human-device 
communication, human attention is a limited and 
competitive resource. In both situations, there is a 
simultaneous interest in taking the floor to deliver a 
message.  The primary difference is that humans know 
whether and when it is appropriate to interrupt others, and 
can sense which mechanism for interruption is least 
disruptive. While humans observe eye contact patterns to 
detect when to take or release the floor [1], digital devices 
have no such capabilities.  
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In this paper, we present ECSGlasses, a pair of eyeglasses 
capable of detecting when others look at their wearer. 
Information about eye contact provides digital appliances 
with knowledge about the engagement of their user. This 
information can be used to contextualize mixed-initiative 
dialogue, for example, in estimating when to mute cell 
phone rings [6] or in automatically updating instant 
messaging status. In our demonstration, we will show how 
wearable eye tracking glasses may be used to reduce 
demands on user attention. We will focus our 
demonstration on the scenario of recording and posting 
first-person video blogs using attention-guided editing. 

 PREVIOUS WORK 
The design of the glasses was based on the attentive cell 
phone prototype [6]. Unlike Eye-R glasses [2], which used 
infrared transceivers to detect when two pairs of glasses 
align, the attentive cell phone registered actual eye gaze of 
others. It used an eye contact sensor mounted on a hat to 
inform potential callers when the recipient was involved in 
a face-to-face conversation. However, due to the parallax 
between eyes and camera, eye contact detection with this 
system was not precise [1]. Our design was also inspired by 
EyeTap [5] and LAFCam [3]. In EyeTap, a visible parallax 
was avoided by mounting the camera on a pair of glasses. It 
allowed video to be shot from a first-person perspective 
and streamed to the Internet. LAFCam [3] allowed video 
footage to be edited without human intervention. Edit 
points were selected by monitoring nonverbal utterances 
made by the videographer during filming. 
ECSGlasses 
Eye Contact Sensing (ECS) Glasses are a novel type of 
wearable input device for detecting looking behavior of 
other people without any observable parallax [1]. 
ECSGlasses consist of a standard pair of eyeglasses, 
augmented with an eye contact sensing camera [6]. We 
have developed both clear and dark glass versions, the 
latter shown in Figure 1. Unlike Eye-R [2], ECSGlasses do 
not require others to wear any machine-recognizable tag. 
Instead, the glasses deploy computer vision to search for 
human eye gaze directed toward the wearer’s eyes. The 
current design employs an infrared sensitive analog camera 
mounted near the bridge of the wearer’s nose. Surrounding 
the lens, and thus placed on-axis with the camera, is a set of 
Infrared Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) (see Fig. 1). Two 
similar sets of LEDs are placed off-axis near the arms 
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Figure 1. ECSGlasses: camera with LE
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Fig 2. Processed Image: circles indicate eye contact detection. 

the videographer. First-person perspective filming eases the 
creation of online video diaries, or video blogs, by allowing 
the user to monitor the event. To limit the amount of 
footage, however, archival systems such as video blogs 
require that the user either engage recording, or edit footage 
before posting. eyeBlog facilitates this process by using the 
signal from the eye contact sensor in the ECSGlasses to 
decide when to record and stream video from the 
ECSGlasses’ camera unit. Running on the wearable 
computer unit, eyeBlog statistically processes eye contact 
data, recording images from the glasses whenever the 
percentage of eye contact over time reaches a preset 
threshold value. For additional robustness, eyeBlog also 
processes the audio energy from a microphone embedded 
in the glasses, determining when the user is speaking. 
When real-time editing is not required eyeBlog can be 
activated manually, recording engagement data with the 
video signal to inform subsequent editing. Applications are 
not limited to video blogging. Similar in function to 
opening one’s office door, first-person perspective video 
can be streamed to allow others to monitor one’s activities. 
ECSGlasses are also capable of communicating 
information about the user’s face-to-face engagement to 
other online users through automated instant messaging 
status updates. This is useful when privacy is a concern. 
We are in the process of evaluating the latter technique. 
CONCLUSION 
We presented ECSGlasses: wearable eye contact sensing 
glasses that detect and report when people look at their 
wearer. One of the applications of these glasses is to allow 
automated editing of conversational video blogs. 
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